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Without a doubt tattoos are the major trend of the last decade. In former times a frowned upon

disfigurement on the bodies of dubious persons, it is today widely considered as hip body art and an

expression of lifestyle. Our anthology TURNON: TATTOOS features 260 pages of photos and of

sexy men who turned their bodies a pieces of art. These guys are bold and too darn hot and they

keep their yummy bodies in perfect shape-after all they need birthday suits to stay presentable, so

they can show the world their tattoos. A book that truly goes under the skin.
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Good book... Most of the book leans into the "Too much or too hard core" almost no room for

something more in the middle. The models are hot, most of them... well there is a taste for all out

there... find out your self...

This beautiful book is one worth buying. A major collection of many contemporary photographers

around the globe brought together by Bruno Gmunder publications. Highly recommended!! And

check out the other books, with the same spirit, HAIR and the illustrations book BIG LOVE

There was a time when the use of tattoos suggested either a military history of the wearer or a

graffiti-like disrespect for the body, or something that approached bad taste. Times have changed,

as is obvious from simply walking down the street, going to the gym, strolling the beach, or just



people watching from any vantage. Tattoos are the craze now for both men and women, young and

old, and the art of tattooing crosses all social lines. And as is usually the case when a 'forbidden art'

becomes popular the quality of the art rises to a new level.TURNON TATTOOS, a new art book

from Bruno GmÃ¼nder Verlag, is a richly colorful, highly sophisticated in design, and tantalizing

examination of the art of tattoo on men. Edited by Joris Bulks the book contains some very personal

musings from Arian Levanael, Scooter Laforge, and Sean Cribbin who offer insights into the coming

of age of tattoo art and the personal involvement and psychology of decorating the body with ink

that are as well written as the abundant photographs that follow are creative. And at the end of the

book there is an Artwork Index that identifies the various tattoo artists and their models as well as a

complete artist index of the models who grace the pages of this book. This is the type of approach

to subject matter that makes Bruno GmÃ¼nder Verlag such an important publisher in the field of

photographic art.But the book is about art and that is the reason for buying the book. The

illustrations of tattoos are varied, from elegant black and white details and well framed images that

embrace the use of light and shadow to create portraits of inked men, to raw close-ups of biceps,

chests, and other body parts at times pierced to enhance the inking art statement, to staged

luxurious full color saturated images of tattooed men both alone and in groups, to fanciful and

entertaining tongue in cheek images, to highly sensuous couplings that leave nothing to the

imagination. It is this variety of types of art reproduction using the body as canvas that makes this

book so successful. By incorporating the photographic work of so many artists the reader is able to

fully appreciate every aspect of the newly popular form of expression of 'here I am' that makes this

book appealing to a very wide audience. Few will be able to view the art of inking in a negative light

after paging through this beautiful book. Grady Harp, April 11

I have the book and I love it. I love the range of photographic style and the opening preface by

Scooter LaForge is a great opening. New York City's art scene is on the up and up again!
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